Baker intruder to be tried

By Vanessa Cruz

Dunkin Elder, a Cambridge resident, will be tried tomorrow on charges of impersonating in Baker House on February 16 and stealing items from student’s rooms, according to Campus Police (CP) Sergeant Anne Glavin.

On the night of February 15, Baker House residents reported a suspicious person in the dormitory, said Baker Judicial Committee Chairman Jim Schumacher ’83. Later, a resident discovered his watch had been stolen. Baker residents searched the building, but they could not find the suspect, observed Schumacher.

The next morning, Baker’s night watchman saw a suspicious man on the first floor and called the Campus Police, according to Schumacher. At 7:15am CPs arrived at Baker House, but the person was no longer in the reported area, said Glavin. She noted that the CP officers searched the dormitory and stopped a man on the fifth floor. When asked for identification, Elder failed to provide any and claimed he was in the dormitory to see a student. The CP’s questioned the student, and the student denied knowing Elder. Elder was arrested for “trespassing in a penal building,” according to Glavin.

The CP officers searched Elder and found the stolen watch, a checkbook, and two checks. Later that day, said Glavin, the CPs found out that some students had lost their checks and checkbook but had failed to report the incident to the CP. Elder was then charged with “two accounts of larceny and receiving stolen property.”

No violence was involved in the incident, said Schumacher. According to Glavin, “If it were not for the cooperation of the students of the dormitory, the case would not have come up so smoothly.”

WHSC members announced

(Continued from page 1)

new goals of the Council were formulated:

Edward Fremian, Vice President of Science Applications Inc., of La Jolla, California, was named Vice Chairman of WHSC.

The other members are: Harold M. Agnew, President of General Atomic Company; John Bardeen, Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering and Physics at the University of Illinois; D. Allan Bromley, Professor of Physics at Yale University and

Chairman of the Board of the American Association for the Advancement of Science;

George A. Cowan, Laboratory Senior Fellow at the Los Alamos National Laboratory;

Edward E. David, President of Exxon Research and Engineering Company and a former Science Adviser to President Nixon;

David S. Frederickson, Fellow in Residence at the National Academy of Sciences and former Director of the National Institutes of Health;

Robert O. Hunter, Jr., President of Western Research Company;

Lieutenant Colonel Thomas H. Johnson, Special Assistant to the President of the Board of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and former Science Adviser to the Hoover Institution at Stanford University.

A GREAT SKI PACKAGE TO ASPEN SHOULD START WITH A GREAT PRICE. $479.

Take a powder with us to Aspen during your spring break. You’ll get 8 glorious days on the slopes and 7 fun filled nights at the St. Moritz Hotel.

We’ll jet you nonstop out of Boston Saturday at 9:10 AM, land around noon, then drive you to Aspen while there’s light. Or you can take our other Denver nonstop that leaves at 5:40 PM and gets you there while the evening is in full swing.

Want to charge your ski vacation? Go ahead. Continental’s Student Credit Card offers low payments and you don’t need previous credit to get it. Just call and we’ll send you an application right away.

The ski package is great. And best of all you’ll be flying Continental. Where our people still serve you with the same spirit and pride that built our airline.
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